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Based on observations with the 2-m RCC telescope of Rozhen National 

Astronomical Observatory operated by Institute of Astronomy, Bulgarian 

Academy of Sciences. 



In 2011 a group of students from our school won a prize in the competition “Catch a star 2011”. 

The prize was an one-hour observation with 2-m RCC telescope of the Bulgarian National 

Astronomical Observatory –  Rozhen.  

We decided to observe the galaxies NGC 4258 and NGC4725.  

Our idea was: 

• To measure the redshift 

•To determine the Hubble constant  

•To find the age of the Universe   



Henrietta Leavitt discovered the 
relation between the luminosity 
and the period of Cepheids 
(variable stars). Using this relation 
it is possible to measure the 
distance to galaxies with Cepheids. 

Vesto Slipher was the first to 
observe the shift of spectral 
lines in galaxies, making him 
the discoverer of galactic 
redshifts. This allows us to 
measure the speed at which 
galaxies are receding from  
Earth. 

Edwin Hubble identified Cepheid variables 
in Andromeda Nebula. He proved 
conclusively that these nebulae were too 
distant to be part of the Milky Way and 
were, in fact, entire galaxies outside our 
own.  

http://www.google.bg/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=vesto+slipher&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=vg1tkPJsVnZ2hM&tbnid=H2iG9dimBRZFLM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.phys-astro.sonoma.edu%2Fbrucemedalists%2Fslipher%2F&ei=pUekUd2iDunC0QW9ooGQAQ&bvm=bv.47008514,d.ZWU&psig=AFQjCNEe3hl4QiUl7yPZpndDJukwNB6qJQ&ust=1369807137346413
http://www.google.bg/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=edwin+hubble&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=4ZZsZLuVtViCPM&tbnid=XB6NEeomXLpmkM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.spacetelescope.org%2Fabout%2Fhistory%2Fthe_man_behind_the_name%2F&ei=R0mkUeXTF-S40QXrioGwCg&bvm=bv.47008514,d.ZWU&psig=AFQjCNE_qkdsZig3tIxLIodb0d34PM99iw&ust=1369807536545174


Georges Lemaître was the 
first to apply Albert Einstein's 
theory of general relativity to 
cosmology. He proved that 
the theory of the expansion 
of the Universe does not 
contradict the theory of 
General relativity. 

Edwin Hubble 
formulated the 
empirical Redshift 
Distance Law of 
galaxies, nowadays 
termed simply Hubble's 
law. 

 Arno Penzias Robert and 
Wilson  detected the  
microwave background 
radiation. Its existence has 
been predicted by George 
Gamow in 1948. This 
discovery proves the Big 
Bang theory.   

Which means: the 

Universe has a 

beginning!!! 

http://www.google.bg/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=Georges+Lema%C3%AEtre&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=jP-xctfKK-bAoM&tbnid=d7atHUQLgKMfAM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.rugusavay.com%2Fgeorges-lemaitre-photos%2F&ei=hEukUYmXMqWb0QWDxYDAAw&bvm=bv.47008514,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNEiZtm-QrTUgYZVablwnuzNacUSIw&ust=1369808116755901
http://www.google.bg/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=arno+penzias+and+robert+wilson&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=gJkT0X4ipahJwM&tbnid=3EdwR3PmKrb0UM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcosmictimes.gsfc.nasa.gov%2Fonline_edition%2F1965Cosmic%2Fmurmer.html&ei=l02kUdHABOmd0QXIr4DABw&bvm=bv.47008514,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNFupKOGHcN1IkAOi-7MQw0JDba3tA&ust=1369808659802517


 v – velocity of radiating object; 
 c  - speed of light; 
 Δλ - red or blue shift; 
 λ - wavelength 

  v = H.r V - velocity of galaxy; 
H - Hubble constant; 
r - distance to the galaxy; 

 t - the age of the Universe; 

The Hα line are photons, emitted in the electron 
transition from n =3 to n = 2 in hydrogen atom. 
Hβ line -  from n = 4 to n = 2. 
The process is reversible for both Hα and Hβ’s lines. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H-alpha 



  

      On 25 June , 2012 the spectra of  galaxies were taken. The video 

conference, organized by Dr. Galin Borisov allowed the students to 

observe the process from the beginning until the end. 



 

NGC 4725 is a bared spiral  

galaxy with a single arm located  

40 million light-years away in  

Coma Berenices.  (7) 

 

NGC 4258 is a spiral galaxy in  

the constellation Canes Venatici.  

It is at a distance  

of  about 22 to 25 million  

light-years away from Earth. 

 

 

 

 

http://helixgate.net/ngc4725-S.html
//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3f/Messier_Object_106.jpg


NGC4258  NGC4725 



Processing the spectrums includes 

deriving wave length and true 

intensity from the images. Therefore 

a star- spectrophotometric standart 

is used - 58 Aquilae. 

This process goes beyond our  

abilities. Because of that Dr.  Borisov 

helped us with processing the 

spectrums. 

Here is the data 
 
 



Here are the relations 

between intensity  and 

wavelength. Abscissa-

wavelength; in angstroms. 

Ordinate- intensity; in  

notional values. 
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Below are shown the lines Нα and Нβ of hydrogen.  
Purple lines show the location of Нα and Нβ if the source was at a halt.   
Green lines represent the current location of the same lines in the NGC4725 
spectrum.The distance between green and purple lines represents Redshift, Δλα and Δλβ  

for NGC4725. 



 
The same method is applied to 

NGC 4258. 
 

Hα=6586 Å    Hβ=4871 Å 

 
 
The Balmer series is characterized by the  
electron transitioning from n ≥ 3 to n = 2,  
where n refers to the radial quantum  
number or principal quantum number of  
the electron.  
The transitions are named sequentially  
by Greek letter: n = 3 to n = 2 is  
called H-α, 4 to 2 is H-β. 
 
 

NGC4258  



An ambitious task such as defining the age of the Universe cannot be solved  
using data from two galaxies only. For that matter we need data from numerous 
galaxies.  In the beginning we were planning to use information about the speed 
and distances to 20 other objects. In our research we stumbled upon this website: 

http://astro.wku.edu/astr106/HubbleLaw.html 

This website helped us measure the required values rather than just copy them. 
Here is how: 

By clicking the edges of the diameter of 
the galaxy we get the angular size in 
milliradians. 

http://astro.wku.edu/astr106/HubbleLaw.html


We made an electronic table where we utilized formulae calculating Hubble’s  
constant and the age of the Universe. We input angular sizes and wave lengths 

from the website as well as from our observation. 
. 

Clicking  the Hα or Нβ line in a spectrum, the software gives us a 
corresponding value.   





 d (Mpc) = s (kpc) / a (mrad), 
  is the distance to the galaxy . We assume that all of these galaxies are 

about the same size. From other methods we know that galaxies of the 

type used in this project  are about  s = 22 kpc.  
 1 pc = 3,26 ly 
 We turned the units of Hubble’s constant, H, from km/s.Mpc  to   

10-6 km/s.ly  because these units are used in Bulgarian textbooks 
  t = (9,46.1012 km/ly)/ H km/s.ly  is the age of the Universe in seconds – 

column L 
  t in column M is the age of the Universe in billion years. 
 The last two columns were made for calculations of the root mean 

square error. 



 
 

1. Taking a closer view of the particular galaxies in our research for 

quite a small part of them the values got for the age of the 
Universe coincide with the generally acknowledged. That refers to 
the observed galaxy NGC 4258. /  For NGC 4725, the number we 
got for the age of the Universe is 14 billion years. It is perfectly the 
same like  the data from 2013 (13,77 billion years) / For NGC 4258, 
the number we got is nearly twice lower. We searched for the 
reasons for the incongruity. 
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We checked if the spectrum has been 
properly built.. 
After the comparison of the three 
spectra it is noticed that the peeks of 
their lines represent the same wave 
lengths in each of the graphics /from 
our observation, the authors of the 
article6  and the archive graphic used by 
them/. That leads to the conclusion that 
there is no mistake in the spectrum 
built by us. 



http://www.astro.cornell.edu/academics/courses/astro201/hubbles_law.htm
http://www.astro.cornell.edu/academics/courses/astro201/hubbles_law.htm


 

2. The average number for the age of the Universe  / 25±4 billion years / is close 
to the generally accepted one /13,73±0,12 billion years, based on 
observations of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation, 
according to the WMAP data from 2013/.  It is higher  than the age of the 
oldest star /13.2 billion years/. That comparison is one of the ways to verify 
our calculations. We assume that they are quite acceptable for high-school 
students. 

 

•Significantly higher are the rates for the velocity of the galaxy clusters around 
their gravity center. The mass of those clusters is immense and their orbital speed 
may exceed 1000 km/s. They are the reason for the big digression from the age of 
the Universe. 
•Most probably that is the exact reason for the digression for  NGC 2903,  
3310, 3627, 4775 . 



The purpose of this project is educational, not scientific. It gives us a general 
perception of methods and phases in scientific researches. Our 
contribution is: 
 We used data from  researching the NGC4725 and NGC4258 galaxies. 

 Processed results in an electronic table, that we made. 

 Used a statistic method, not graphical, for determining Hubble’s constant and the age of 
the Universe. This gave us more realistic results. 

 
The theory we used is available for students in middle schools.  
 
We reckon that a practical activity  such as determining the age of the 

Universe would be a challenge for students in general as it was for us. 
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and Gratsiela Ilieva 

leader of the group:  Aneta  Marinova 


